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Menlo Security Professional
Deployment Services

Minimizing the Time to Protection, with No User Impact

Menlo Security Professional Deployment
ensures that customers are able to realize
the value of their investment as swiftly
as possible while limiting any business

Key Benefits
Rapid Security Protection
•

disruption, including to the end-user

Businesses immediately benefit from
advanced threat protection, access to threat
updates, and new features.

experience. We supplement your technical

Instant Value, Minimal Effort

team in conducting a successful launch

•

across all points of user access and all teams
involved in managing your policies and

Minimize the effort needed by your IT,
security, and audit teams to learn, integrate,
and deploy your Menlo Security solution.

security. Our experts will guide you through

Disruption-Free Deployment

the design and deployment of Menlo Security

•

in your environment to safely enable remote
networks and mobile users in the cloud.

Ensure that your Menlo Security product
configuration is aligned to your business goals
right from the start.

Deployment Services Overview
Menlo Security Professional Deployment leverages our experience and lessons learned from many successful
customer deployments. Our team consists of experts with years of experience in configuring and managing
different network security solutions, as well as in-depth knowledge of our products. We offer professional
engineering and project management resources to provide your organization with support and guidance through
the four phases of our deployment process.

Our Methodology
To ensure a successful deployment, our services are delivered in four clear stages with defined milestones,
and we partner with our customers to be certain that cross-functional alignment is achieved with clear
documentation. First, in the planning stage, we make sure we have the right information about your environment
and the key milestones. Once we have the stakeholders and goals defined, we start working on the integration
and configuration stage, before moving to the rollout stage. Once deployment is complete, we provide a seamless
handoff to your organization and close the deployment.
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The Four Stages of Deployment
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Service Options
Scope
Planning:
Defining Success
for Deployment
Integration &
Configuration:
Building the Pillars of
the Deployment

Rollout
Instant Value of
Menlo Security

Menlo Deployment Services

Architecture

YES

Design Plan Project Management

YES

Traffic Forwarding Options

IPSEC, GRE, PAC, AGENT

User Authentication Options

SAML

Business Process Alignment & Support

YES

URL Filtering Policy

YES

Isolation Policy Setup

YES

CASB Policy Setup

YES

DLP Policy Setup

YES

Reporting Setup

Built-in Analytics + SIEM Integration

Business Process Alignment

YES

Test Cases & Pilot Stage

YES

Production Configuration Support

YES

SSL Inspection

YES

Mobile Devices (iOS/Android)

YES

Note: Deployment Services do not include full-time, on-site, dedicated engineering or technical project management resources.
These services can be added for an additional fee.

To learn more about how to ensure secure cloud access for your employees without posing a risk to the
organization, visit menlosecurity.com or email us at ask@menlosecurity.com.

About Menlo Security
Menlo Security protects organizations from cyberattacks by seeking to eliminate the threat of
malware from the web, documents, and email. Our cloud-based Isolation Platform scales to provide
comprehensive protection across enterprises of any size, without requiring endpoint software or
impacting the end-user experience. Menlo Security is trusted by major global businesses, including
Fortune 500 companies and financial services institutions.
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